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ABSTRACT 
Online social networking sites, like Facebook and Google+, provides a new communication service for online 

users to stay in contact. With this service, user can share any kind of information with their friends and family 

over internet. Such communication among user generates the huge amount of data on social networking sites. 

But with this facility, question is arises regarding mining useful knowledge from such huge amount of data. The 

analysis of such data will be used in various applications for identification of potential users and promotion of 

items according to the user interest. From another point of view, online users of such sites often want to make 

new friends, so the need of good friend recommendation system is arises. It will be helpful to online users to 

increase the social connections and sharing of information. Old friend recommendation system makes use of 

users profile for recommendation purpose. But such methods are not reliable if the user wants privacy of their 

profiles. So another need is arises for privacy preserving friend recommendation approach based on the security 

of user profiles. Such methods achieve the privacy of personal information of users like friend list. In this paper, 

we present the comparative survey of recent privacy preserving friend recommendation system based on their 

advantages and limitations. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Online service provision generally happens between parties who have never executed with each other before, in 

a domain where the service customer regularly has lacking data about the service provider and about the goods 

furthermore, services offered. This strengths the consumer to acknowledge the "risk of prior performance", i.e. 

to pay for services and goods before accepting them, which can leave him in a defenseless position. The 

consumer generally has no chance to see and try products, i.e. to "squeeze the oranges", before he purchases. 

The service provider, then again, knows precisely what he gets, as long as he is paid in money. The 

inefficiencies resulting from this data asymmetry can be mitigated through trust and reputation. The idea is that 

even if the consumer can not try the product or service in advance, he can be confident that it will be what he 

expects as long as he trusts the seller. A trusted seller therefore has a significant advantage in case the product 

quality cannot be verified in advance. 

 

Online social networks (OSNs) give people a simple approach to communicate with each other and make new 

friends in the internet. Similar to what people generally do in real life, OSN clients dependably attempt to grow 

their social circles in order to satisfy various social demands, e.g., business, leisure, and academia. In such cases, 

OSN clients may request the help from their existing friends to obtain useful feedback and valuable 

recommendations, furthermore, establish new connections with friends of friends (FoFs). As several works 

shows, the social relationship on the OSNs is an asymmetric context-aware trust relationship between two 

friends, by which they consider the possibility of establishing a multi-hop trust chain two outsiders by utilizing 

existing 1-hop trust of existing friends on the OSNs. However, the recommendation procedure represents a 

several crucial privacy breaches in the internet, for example, OSN clients' privacy concerns with respect to their 

identities and social relationships, as well as the recommended information during the information exchange, all 

of which should be well addressed. Else, it would be simple for malicious clients to perform serious cyber and 

physical attacks, for example, identity theft, inferring attack on social relationships, and profile leakage 
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Privacy concerns [1] rose in the recommendation procedure block the extension of OSN clients' friend circle. 

Some OSN clients decline to disclose their identities and their friends’ data to the public domain. In this paper, 

they propose a trust-based privacy-preserving friend recommendation scheme for OSNs, where OSN clients 

apply their attributes to find matched friends, and build up social relationships with outsiders through a multi-

hop trust chain. Based on trace-driven experimental results and security analysis, we have shown the feasibility 

and privacy preservation of their proposed scheme. 

 

This paper [2] propose a Global Relationship Model (GRM) to catch the relationship strength amongst clients 

and then develop a searching mechanism, in particular i-Search, to locate the optimal social path between any 

two clients who are seriously associated in heterogeneous SNSs. They assess the execution of P2P-iSN and 

demonstrate that their P2P-iSN can effectively support numerous future applications, for example, enhanced 

trust/reputation metrics and integrated content-sharing. With the proposed P2P-iSN, SNS developers can design 

more effective user-centric SNS applications. 

 

Authors [3] perform a large-scale study to evaluate exactly how severe the privacy leakage issue is in Facebook. 

As a case study, authors concentrate on evaluating birth year, which is a crucial human attribute and, for many 

people, a private one. To assess Facebook clients' ages, they abuse the basic social network structure to outline 

an iterative algorithm, which determines age estimates based on friends’ ages, friends of friends’ ages, etc. They 

find that for most clients, including highly private clients who hide their friend lists, it is possible to assess ages 

with an error of only a few of years, additionally make a particular proposal to Facebook which, if implemented, 

would greatly reduce privacy leakages in its service. 

 

Authors [4] devise a model for the Federated Network centered on a User and use it to characterize the issue of 

Friend Finding. The solution utilizes two stages, first known as Quick Connect which tries to discover old 

acquaintances. The second stage, Delayed Connect utilizes the Social Graph of Users to find prospective 

friends. They indicate how the FSN data revolved around a User can be extricated from FOAF entries and create 

new recommendations. We should show the working of Talash as a part of StatusNet. 

 

The paper [5] considers the particular issue of how clients can securely authenticate online identities (e.g., 

associate a Facebook ID with its owner). Based on prior social science research showing that the social tie 

quality is a helpful indicator of trust in many real-world relationships, they investigate how strength can be 

visualized utilizing well defined and measurable parameters. They then apply the visualization in the context of 

online friend invitations and propose a protocol for secure online identity authentication. They likewise 

introduce an implementation on a prevalent online social network. 

 

In this paper [6], authors propose PriMa (Privacy Manager), a privacy protection mechanism that supports semi 

automated generation of access rules for clients' profile data, filling the gap between the privacy management 

needs of SN clients and the existing SNs' privacy protection mechanisms. PriMa access rules are generated 

utilizing a multicriteria algorithm, so as to account for an extensive set of criteria to be considered when dealing 

with access control in SN sites. 

 

This paper [7] propose a novel reputation framework which permits clients to discover potential associations 

between new people based on the most updated friend list of every client in OSNs. To some extent, this plan 

gives an approach to judge people in OSNs without real interactions, but based on the existing overall attitudes 

on particular people. Additionally, this plan can ensure the confidentially of the potential relationships in which 

nobody can able to acquire the detailed connections between two end nodes. In opposition to those which 

distribute every individual's reputation online, we treat the notoriety esteem in our framework as a private issue 

that has been deliberately ensured. 

 

In this paper [8], authors propose FindU, the first privacy-preserving personal profile matching schemes for 

mobile social networks. In FindU, a starting client can discover from a group of clients the one whose profile 

best matches with his/her; to confine the risk of privacy exposure, only important and, insignificant data about 

the private attributes of the participating users is exchanged. Several expanding levels of client privacy are 

defined, with diminishing amounts of exchanged profile data. Utilizing secure multi-party computation (SMC) 

systems, they propose novel protocols that acknowledge two of the client privacy levels, which can also be 

personalized by the users. 
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Table 1: Survey Table 
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II. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
 

A System Architecture   

 
Fig.1. System Architecture 

 

Online social networks (OSNs) provide people with an easy way to communicate with each other and make new 

friends in the cyberspace. Unfortunately, privacy concerns raised in the recommendation process impede the 

expansion of OSN user’s friend circle. Some OSN users refuse to disclose their identities and their friend’s 
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information to the public domain. To overcome this problem, use a privacy-preserving trust-based friend 

recommendation scheme for online social networks, which enable two strangers establish trust relationships 

based on the existing 1-hop friendships. Proposed system includes: 

 

1. We utilize OSN user’s social attributes and trust relationship to develop the friend recommendation 

scheme in a progressive way while preserving the privacy of OSN user’s identities and attributes. 

2. We use OSN users close friends to establish anonymous communication channels. On the 1-hop                     

trust relationships, we extend existing friendships to multi-hop trust chains without compromising 

recommender’s identity privacy.  

3. Our trust level derivation scheme enables strangers to obtain an objective trust level on a particular 

trust chain.  

4. Extensive trace-driven experiment is deployed to verify the performance of our scheme in terms of 

security, efficiency, and feasibility.  

5. Use trust score Calculation for estimate the trust between users 

 

III. CONCLUSION 
From this survey we conclude that the privacy becomes major concern issue in friend recommendation system. 

Because in such system, for recommendation, users personal information is utilized, like users friend list, name, 

email id etc. This will utilized by unauthorized entities. Therefore the privacy preserving friend recommendation 

becomes essential feature in online social networking sites. This paper studies some recent methods for 

recommendation. We also make the comparative analysis of these systems on the basic of technique used, 

advantages and their disadvantages. These limitations become features challenges 
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